Driven, underdamped Frenkel-Kontorova model on a quasiperiodic substrate.
We consider the underdamped dynamics of a chain of atoms subject to a dc driving force and a quasiperiodic substrate potential. The system has three inherent length scales which we take to be mutually incommensurate. We find that when the length scales are related by the spiral mean (a cubic irrational) there exists a value of the interparticle interaction strength above which the static friction is zero. When the length scales are related by the golden mean (a quadratic irrational) the static friction is always nonzero. From considerations based on the connection of this problem to standard map theory, we postulate that zero static friction is generally possible for incommensurate ratios of the length scales involved. However, when the length scales are quadratic irrationals, or have some commensurability with each other, the static friction will be nonzero for all choices of interaction parameters. We also comment on the nature of the depinning mechanisms and the steady states achieved by the moving chain.